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Time Is Running Out! 
 
This is it--only 3 more days to finish at 
least 10 of the Things (and the 
evaluation) to get a prize for More 
Things On a Stick.  
 
Be sure to fill out not only the 
evaluation, but also this quick survey so 

we know you will finish the Things.   

What's Next? Stay Tuned... 
   
This is the last round of Things On a Stick. Both the original blog for 23 

Things On a Stick and the wiki for More Things On a 
Stick will remain up indefinitely for people who want to 
start or continue learning about the Things. 
Unfortunately, we won't be able to spend a lot of time 
keeping the links current, but you will still have the 
benefit of the content for your personal learning. 

 
The multitype directors are discussing what our next project will be. One 
idea is a subscription (free) newsletter similar to this but focusing on one 
or two new tools and ways to use them in libraries or life.  
 
We are considering creating a version of Things On a Stick "Lite" that 
libraries could use with their patrons, in schools with students, or other 
venues. This would be very similar to the original 23, but with fewer 
Things, possibly with different examples. You can see it is the early 
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stages! If this is something you would be interested in, let us know. 
 
Also under consideration is a series of webinars that focus on tools and 
how to use them presented on a regular schedule. Is this appealing to you? 
 
We are always open to suggestions for online continuing education in a 
blog/wiki format or others you might suggest. Email your suggestions and 
ideas to minn23@gmail.com. 

You're Invited. Share What You Know! 
The multiypes are proposing breakout sessions at 
both MLA and MEMO where YOU highlight the tools 
you have learned and applied in 23 Things On a Stick 
and/or More Things On a Stick.  
 
Take this as an invitation to share with the library 
community. You choose the topic, you make the slides 
(PowerPoint or Google Presentation), we load them on a wiki, and you 
present at MLA and/or MEMO. While we would like a range of topics, if 
everyone wants to talk about Twitter or GoogleDocs, that's OK, because 
we know every presentation will be different--and entertaining, informative, 
and useful.  
 
We are using the Ignite or Pecha Kucha (a Japanese word for chit-chat, 
that we really can't pronounce) format. In these formats, presenters have 
20 slides/15 seconds (5 minutes, give or take) a slide to explain, opine, or 
expound on a topic. We hope to have between 7 & 10 presenters 
(depending on session length) give us their best info on the topic of their 
choosing. 
 
So...5 minutes on the topic of your choice in front of an audience of 
appreciative, eager-to-learn MLA/MEMO attendees. What are you waiting 
for? It's only 5 minutes! Sign up! 
 
Have questions? Need hints? Ready to go? Email minn23@gmail.com or 
call your multicounty multitype director. 
 
Be sure to watch for this program at MLA and MEMO. We have door 
prizes! 

Still Time to Get a Bag!  
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Those who do all of the 
Things and blog about them 
will receive a bonus prize!  
 
The deadline for completing 
More Things On a Stick has 
been extended to June 20. 
So get on the Stick: we want 
to give you a prize! Two 
prizes! 
 
Remember, everyone who 
completes at least 10 of 
the Things and blogs about them will receive the incentive, this cool 
bag (might be a different color) with the More Things On a Stick logo.To 
give us an idea of how many we need, please answer this quick survey. 

Hope you enjoyed More Things On a Stick! 
 
The 23 Things On a Stick Team  
Patricia (CMLE), Ann WS (Metronet), Linda (NCLC), Ruth (NLLN), Robin 
(SAMMIE), Ann H & Michael Scott (SELS), & Nancy (SMILE) 
The Minnesota Multicounty Multitype Library Systems
 

This statewide program is brought to you by Minnesota's seven multicounty multitype library systems (multitypes). 
The multitypes improve library services by promoting & facilitating cooperation among the academic, public, school 
library media centers, & special libraries within their regions. This program is part of the professional development 

that all of the multitypes provide for the library staff of their members. 
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